Unit

Page

Grammar

Vocabulary

Reading

1 A fresh start

6–7
8–9
10–11

Present and past tenses  

Adjectives: appearance, clothes, personality
Adjectives: character; Collocations
Adjectives: appearance p.10
Opposites p.11

Flame warriors

Adjectives: descriptions p.12
Idiomatic phrases p.13

Description of a person

12–13
Exams link

Man

2 Know what
I mean?

Verbs in brackets p.7
14–15

Forms to talk about the future  

16–17
18–19

20–21
Exams link
Communication

3 Everybody changes

22–23
24–25

Related words; Phrasal verbs; Collocations
Train Your Brain: Prefixes

Asking for directions/
communicating by SMS

Verbs in brackets p.15
Multiple choice p.15
Exams Revision 1 | Units 1 and 2
Present and past habits: Present/Past
Continuous, will, would, used to

Matching headings p.16
True/False p.16

Problems and disabilities p.26
Collocations p.27
Change

28–29

30–31

Articles: a/an, the or zero article – ø
Sentence completion pp.25, 30

32–33

Narrative tenses with Past Perfect
Continuous; participle clauses
Train Your Brain: Suffixes

38–39

Adverbs, dramatic verbs

44–45

Exams link Secrets
and heroes; Culture

2

50–51

Discussion: makeovers
Advice for flame warriors
Speak Out: Agreeing and
disagreeing

True/False p.8
Gap-fill p.10
Conversation about studying
Conversations: how English is
changing p.18; Listening skills:
Listening more efficiently
p.18; Colloquial language
Song p.20
Marta has three conversations
p.21
Matching p.18
Multiple choice p.21

Coping with life’s challenges
Pedro and Julia talk about
influential people p.28
Idioms to describe change
p.29
The best time of your life
True/False p.27
Matching p.30
  

Addictions: words and phrases
Verbs with gerunds and infinitives:
forget, etc.
Sentence transformations p.43
Verbs in brackets pp.44, 49
Modal and related verbs: bound to,
allowed to, supposed to, likely to, etc.

Phrasal verbs: secrets and lies

56–57

Types of books p.56
Adjective and adverb collocations p.56
Sentence transformations p.51
Exams Revision 3 | Units 5 and 6

Social networking addiction

Multiple choice p.46

54–55

Writing skills: Description
of a person
Description of a
person p.13

Discussion: a photo p.14
Questions about the future p.15
Discussion: statements
Discussion: quotes
  
Discussion: methods of
communication p.20; Speak Out:
Clarification p.21; Roleplay p.21
Roleplay p.21
Discussion: habits and
neighbours
Discussion: challenges and
disabilities
Discussion: influential people
p.28; Speak Out: Presentation
skills: emphasis p.28; Questions
about behaviour, appearance
and transformation p.29
Discussion: the stages of life
Exchanging opinions p.28

Mr and Mrs Average

Presenting an amazing
person
Speak Out: Presentation skills:
keeping your audience involved
Writing skills: Writing a  
memorable story
A memorable story
p.39

A story

Train Your Brain: Phrasal verbs   

Words from the text p.52

Exchanging opinions p.10

Writing

Multiple Intelligences quiz

Verbs in brackets p.33
Word formation p.34
Multiple choice p.37
Sentence transformations p.33				
Exams Revision 2 | Units 3 and 4
Gerunds and infinitives
Bad or good?  
used to, be used to and get used to 		
  
Joanna talks about pushing
		
yourself to the limit

52–53

58–59

Conversations about Colin
Online personalities  
Conversation about new
images p.10; Discussion about
fashion trends p.10

Student presentation of a
famous person

46–47
48–49

The neighbours of 3 Friendship
Lane
‘I choose not to place DIS in
my ability.’
  

Jigsaw reading p.26
Multiple choice p.26
Inspiration or perspiration?

34–35
36–37

Exams link Man;
Culture		
40–41
5 Bad or good?
42–44

Exams link Health;
Food; Sport
6 Secrets uncovered

Collocations: habits

Speaking

More than words  

Expressing preferences: ’d prefer and
’d rather

26–27

Exams link Society
and change
4 Inspiration

Matching p.8

Listening

Three people talk about their
addictions
Completing notes p.44
Matching p.48

Article: The Secret World of
Animals
Extract from a novel: The   
Shadow of the Wind
Reading skills: Referencing

Describing a photo p.45

Discussion and presentation:
opinions about statements
A radio programme about
heroes

Book review (Inkheart) and
biography
Multiple choice p.52

Asking and answering questions
about habits and stress
Discussion: visual material
pp.44, 45; Discussion: pushing              
yourself to the limit pp.44, 45;
Speak Out: Avoiding silences p.44			
Discussion: addictions and
social networking
Pairwork activity

Matching p.54

Speak Out: Justifying opinions
p.54; Discussion: bravery and
heroism p.54; Discussion: a
questionnaire p.55; Discussion:
secrets and honesty p.55

Exchanging opinions p.55

Writing skills: Book
review
A book review p.56
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7 Page, stage, screen

60–61
Reported speech
62–63
				
64–65
66–67
Exams link

Culture

8 Hi-tech

68–69
70–71

Extract: Who’s sorry now?
Jigsaw reading p.62
Matching p.62
Extract: The boy who harnessed
the wind

Labour-saving devices: for and
against

76–77
78–79

86–87
88–89

Sentence completion p.69
Verbs in brackets p.69
Exams Revision 4 | Units 7 and 8
Conditionals: 0, 1, 2, 3 and mixed
conditionals
  

Jigsaw reading p.71

Crimes and criminals; Words from the text p.80
Time and money

Verbs in brackets pp.79, 85
Sentence transformations p.85
Relative clauses: defining and non-defining

Multiple choice p.80
Words and phrases from the text
Animal homes and adjectives to describe
them p.90
Attitude adjectives p.90
Places p.92
Collocations with adjectives p.93

Sentence completion p.87

Jigsaw reading p.89

A conversation about identity
theft
Five people talk about being
unlucky  
True/False p.82
Matching p.85

Animal monologues p.90
Listening skills: Judging attitude
A domestic argument p.91
Conversations: places in the  
home
Matching p.90

Exams Revision 5 | Units 9 and 10
Past modal verbs with passive and
Conversations: solving riddles
continuous				
98–99
Words from the text
Extract from a short story:
Extract from a short story:
The Ransom of Red Chief
The Ransom of Red Chief
100–101 Impersonal report structures: it is/
Article: the disappearance of
was thought to be/have been, etc.
Mr Powell
Words and phrases from the listening p.102
Adjectives to describe character p.103

Sentence completion pp.97, 101
Verbs in brackets p.101
104–105 Quantifiers

Radio phone in: exam
problems p.102   
Conversation: a seating plan
for historical figures p.103

  

106–107

Sections of a newspaper p.107
Train Your Brain: Singular and plural p.107

108–109

Film vocabulary p.108;
Words from the text p.108
Linking words
Multiple choice p.105

True/False p.98; Sequencing
events p.98; Matching p.103
Interview: media trends
Shaun and Rebecca talk about
a project p.106; Rebecca
chooses a photo p.106

Article: movie mistakes

Discussion: street performers
Speak Out: Generalising p.64
Discussion: culture and
the arts p.65
Pairwork activity p.67
Exchanging opinions p.65

Pairwork activity
Discussion: William’s
contribution to his country
p.71; Different opinions p.71
Speak Out: Graphs/Charts p.72
Pairwork activity p.72
Discussion: communication
and friends

Writing skills: For-andagainst essays:
arguing persuasively
A for-and-against
essay

Discussion: crime
Speak Out: Being tentative p.82
Roleplay p.82
Roleplay
Roleplay p.85
Talking about places
Discussion: living away from
home p.89; Discussion: house
rules and life skills p.89
Roleplay

Describing a photo p.91
Roleplay p.91

Matching p.108

Irregular
verbs p.154    
Pronunciation p.155    
  

Writing skills:
Description of an event
Description of an event

Solving riddles
Discussion about the story
Discussion: what happened to
Mr Powell p.100
Discussion: mysteries p.101
Discussion: exam problems
p.102; Speak Out: Problem
solving p.103; Pairwork p.103;
Discussion: who would you
like to sit next to?
Exchanging opinions p.103
Discussion: what makes a
good news story?
Pairwork: discussing photos
p.106; Speak Out: Making choices
p.106; Pairwork activity p.106
Discussion: movie mistakes

Readers’ letters: Soapbox

112–113 Exams Revision 6 | Units 11 and 12

Culture shocks p.114   Student activities p.120   Writing bank p.125   Check it out p.129   Word list p.138

Writing

Pairwork activity

Article: unusual homes
Article: No Place Like Home?  

Homes of Tomorrow

Speaking

Matching p.71

94–95
96–97

110–111

4

A conversation about William
and his contribution to his
country
Maria talks about a bar chart
and a graph

No regrets p.78
Alison’s story p.79
Article about Frank Abagnale

I wish/If only/should/had better

102–103

Exams link Culture;
Media

Word formation p.65

Extracts from stories
Derek and Vicky talk about
festivals in their home towns
Radio programme: fame and
success p.64; Conversations
about the arts p.65
  
Matching p.61
Completing a summary p.64
News items: inventions

Linkers: although, despite, in spite of

92–93

Exams link Culture;
School
12 Media 2.0

Website: a novel in a year
Jigsaw reading: All the world’s
a stage …
London Entertainment Guide

74–75

90–91

11 Solve it!

Adjectives to describe opinions
Words to describe peformers p.62
Words and phrases from the text p.63
Related words p.64
Entertainment p.65

Science and inventions quiz

84–85

Exams link Home;
Environment

Listening

Train Your Brain: Compounds  

80–81
82–83

Exams link Country
and society; Man
10 No place like
home

Reading

72–73

Exams link Science
and technology  

9 No regrets

Reporting verb patterns
Sentence completion pp.61, 67; Error
correction p.61; Verbs in brackets p.67
The Passive with passive infinitive and
gerund
Words and phrases from the text

Vocabulary

Describing a photo p.106
Exchanging opinions p.106
CD 1.1

Writing skills: Organising  
ideas in a text
A formal letter p.110

Texts recorded on Class CD    
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